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New and replacement Pumps and Accessories 
- Service Delivery & Price:
Years of experience:

When you call the Pump Technology team on 0118
9821 555, you talk with people who have been in the
industry for many, many years and know pumps
inside out. What’s more, they answer the phone
straight away!

Identifying what you need:

Whether it’s Identifying or selecting
the right like-for-like replacement,
finding a suitable alternative pump
or being given advice on repairs
and/or refurbishment, they will
have the answer.

So, when a broken pump is
responsible for flooded drains or a
failed pumping station, simply call Pump
Technology or send them a picture and
their experts will get to work to provide you with
the best solution at the best price. 

Not just Pumps:

In addition to pumps, the company can also provide,
control panels, alarms, floats, spares and everything
you need to keep your business operating effectively
and meet your customer’s requirements.  

One Stop Pump Shop:

With one of the largest UK stocks of pumps, spares
and accessories from all the major manufactures
Pump Technology will dispatch goods the same day
for you - truly the drainage industry’s “One Stop Pump
Shop”

What our customers say:

“I first used Pump Technology Ltd, leading up to the London
Olympics.They sized and supplied duty standby submersible sewage

pumps and a control panel for a pumping station servicing the site services
and offices for Morrison Construction during the long build of the Olympic facilities.
During this period the reliability of the pumping station was faultless, impressive
considering the site environment they were servicing. I continue to find the
assistance from the experienced team at Pump Technology Ltd, invalid, solving
pumping problems and matching pumps and control panels to provide reliable
pumping systems that I am confident in supplying and installing”.

Ricki Foakes, RFM Pipeline (Water & Utility Services)

“We use Pump Technology Ltd, to source all our replacement wastewater and
sewage pumps, plus replacement of Saniflo commercial pumping systems as well.
They hold a diverse range of pumps and can generally replace like for like, or if a
model is now superceded they are excellent at selecting an equivalent, both
pumping performance and fit. With their large stocks, new pumps are dispatched to
us the same day of enquiry for a next day delivery, their assistance and service
means we are always confident in solving our clients pumping problems promptly”. 

Technical Drain solutions

The Pump Technology Ltd. product range includes: -

-  Floor mounted and below ground pump stations

-  Wastewater and sewage submersible pumps 

-  Control panels, alarms and accessories

-  Custom tanks

Keep the Pump Technology Ltd. number 0118 9821 555 to hand for a
speedy solution that’s always right first time!  
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